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Abstract. Of the 7 cubic phases clearly identified in lipid-containing systems, 2 are bicon-

tinuous, 4 micellar. 3 of these are of type I: one (Q~~~) consists of two types of micelles, the

two others of identical quasi-spherical micelles close-packed in the face-centred (Q~~~) or
the

body-centred mode (Q~~~). These structures, much like foams, can be described as systems of

space-filling polyhedra: distorted 12- and 14-hedra in Q~~~, rhombic dodecahedra in Q~~~> trun-

cated octahedra in Q~~~. In foams the geometry of the septa and of their junctions are generally
assumed to obey Plateau's conditions, at least at vanishing water contenti these conditions are

satisfied in Q~~~, can be satisfied in Q~~~ by introducing subtle distortions in the hexagonal faces,
but cannot be satisfied in Q~~~. Alternatively, these structures can

be represented in terms of

infinite periodic minimal surfaces (IPMS) since it is found that two types of IPMS, F-RD in

Q~~~ and LWP in Q~~~, almost coincide with one particular equi-electron-density surface of the

3D electron density maps. These IPMS partition 3D space into two non-congruent labyrinths:

in the case of the lipid phases one of the labyrinths contains the hydrated micelles, the other is

filled by water. If interfacial interactions are associated with these surfaces, then the surfaces

being minimal, the interactions may also be expected to be minimal. Another characteristic of

the micellar phases is that the dimensions of their hydrophobic core, computed assuming that

headgroups and water are totally immiscible with the chains, often
are

incompatible with the

fully extended length of the chains. This paradox is evaded if headgroups and chains are allowed

to be partially miscible with each other.

R4sum4. Des 7 phases cubiques clairement identifides dans les systbmes lipidiques, 2 sont

bicontinues, 4 micellaires. Parmi
ces

dernilres, 3 sont du type I
: une (Q~~~) comporte deux types

de micelles, deux autres sont formdes de micelles identiques quasi-sph6riques, empaquetdes selon

le mode face-centr6 (Q~~~) ou centr6 (Q~~~). Tout comme les mousses, ces structures peuvent Atre

d6crites
en termes d'assemblages denses de polyhAdres

:
12-hAdres et 14-hbdres d6form6s dans

Q~~~> dodecahbdres rhombiques dans Q~~~, octahAdres tronqu6s dans Q~~~. Dans les mousses la

g60m6trie des faces et de leurs jonctions est cens4e ob4ir aux conditions de Plateau, du moins aux

faibles teneurs en eau : ces conditions sont satisfaites dans Q~~~> Peuvent Atre satisfaites dans Q~~~

au prix d'une petite distortion des faces hexagonales, mais il est impossible de les satisfaire dans

Q~~~. On peut dgalement repr6senter ces structures en termes de surfaces minimales pdriodiques

et infinies (IPMS)
on trouve, en

eifet, que deux types de IPMS, F-RD pour Q~~~ et I-liiP
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pour Q~~~, coincident
avec l'une des surfaces d'6gale densitA Alectronique des cartes 3D. Ces

IPMS partagent l'espace en deux labyrinthes non congruents: dans les phases micellaires un

de ces labj~rinthes contient les micelles hydratAe5, l'autre l'eau. Si
on

associe h
ces

surfaces des

interactions interfaciales, on peut alors penser que ces interactions sont minimales puisque les

surfaces sont minimales. Une autre caractAristique des phases micellaires est que le rayon de leur

noyau apolaire, dAtermind
en

faisant l'hypothAse que les chaines parafliniques sont totalement

immiscibles
avec

les tAtes polaires et l'eau, dApasse souvent la longueur des chaines 6tir6es. On

peut 4viter ce
paradoxe en admettant que chaines et tAtes polaires sont partiellement miscibles

entre elles.

1. Introduction

Since our 1993 revieu~ of the cubic phases of lipid-containing systems iii two more phases of this

class hoi;e been identified and their structure shou>n to be micellar (Q~~~ and Q~~~ (2]). This

brings to six the number of cubic phases whose structure, in our opinion, is firmly established

11, 3]: four are micellar (Q~~~, Q~~~, Q~~~, Q~~~), two bicontinuous (Q~~~, Q~~°). A seventh

phase (Q~~~), observed so far in only one protein-lipid-water s~~stem, has been described in

terms of a 3D network of lipids in which are enclosed the protein molecules [4]. Regarding
the bicontinuous structure (P-type IPMS) often proposed for a phase of space group Im3m,

I;e have repeatedly expressed the view that its very existence lacks so far firm experimental

support 11, 3].
One of the micellar phases (Q~~~) consists of two types of quasi-spherical micelles lone of

symmetry 3m, the other of symmetry 43m); the space group is Fd3m [5,6j. From the chemical

viewpoint this phase has been observed in systems containing a mixture of lipid molecules,

heterogeneous with respect to headgroup polarity. All the known examples of this phase are

of type II (water-containing micelles embedded in a hydrocarbon matrix). The structure.

moreover, is related to one of the two most common types of u>ater clathrates 11, 5].
The three other micellar phases are of type I (hydrocarbon micelles embedded in a water

matrix) and have all been observed in systems whose lipid component is chemically homo-

geneous. One of these phases (Q~~~, space group Pm3n) contains two types of micelles, one

quasi-spherical (symmetry m3). the other slightly flattened (symmetry 42m); the structure is

related to another common type of water clathrates [5, 7,8]. Another phase (Q~~°) has been ob-

served in the system C12EO12-u,ater [9] and in two ganglioside,water systems [2]. The structure

consists of identical quasi-spherical micelles (symmetry m3m) close-packed in the face-centred

mode (space group Fm3m) [2]. Finally, one phase of cubic aspect #8 (Q~~~) has been observed

in the system C12EO12-u>ater [9] and in a ganglioside-water system [2]; its structure consists

of identical quasi-spherical micelles (symmetry m3m) close-packed in the body-centred mode

(space group Im3m) [2].
i~'e discuss in this paper several physical and crystallographic properties of the three micellar

phases of type I, whose structure we envisage from different viewpoints: as densely-packed

systems of rigid spheres, as foam-like assemblies of space-filling polyhedra, as infinite periodic
minimal surfaces (IPMS). We also discuss the chemical properties of the phases, with special

emphasis on the notions of structure elements and of polarlapolar partition.

2. Physical and Crystallographic Properties

~~e may consider several facets of the structure of these micellar phases.
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2. I. PACKING oF RIGID SPHERES. The face-centred mode of space group Q~~~ is the closest

3D periodically-ordered packing of identical rigid spheres; the volume fractional coverage is

0.7405. The body-centred mode of space group Q~~~ is the second closest cubic packing, with

a volume fractional coverage of 0.6801.

Different parameters can be used to assess the dimensions of the lattice and of the micelles.

One is the radius of the closely packed rigid spheres, R~_p_. the value of this parameter is

defined by the symmetry of the lattice and the cell parameter. Another parameter, specified
by the chemical and the crystallographic data, is the radius Rpar of the hydrophobic core of the

micelles [2j. The values of these two radii are reported in Table I. Note that in the two lipids
and in the different phases the volume fraction occupied by the hydrocarbon chains (cv,par);
and consequently the ratio R~,p_/Rpar are almost constant, in spite of the widely different

polarlapolar ratio (the ratio npoi/npar, where npoi and npar are the number of electrons of the

polar and the hydrocarbon moieties, is equal to 2.24 in GMT, to 4.62 in GMT(acetyl), see Tab.

I in [2]).
A third parameter, relevant to the dilute micellar solutions, is the hydrodynamic radius RH

(also called the Stokes radius), defined operationally by light scattering and hydrodynamic
experiments [10] (see Tab. I). Larger differences are observed in the Stokes radii of the two

lipids, that mirror the different size of the micelles in the two experimental conditions. We

return to this point in Section 3.2.

Phase Q~~~, that contains two types of micelles, does not lend itself to this kind of analysis.

2.2. SPACE-FILLING POLYHEDRA: AN ANALOGY WITH FOAMS. As we have pointed out

earlier [2] phases Q~~~, Q~~~ and Q~~~ can be visualized as assemblies of space-filling polyhedra.
The polyhedra are rhombic dodecahedra in phase Q~~~, truncated octahedra in phase Q~~~,

a mixture of distorted dodecahedra and tetradecahedra (in the ratio to 3) in phase Q~~~
(see Fig. 1). The same polyhedra, and their space-filling assemblies, are sometimes evoked

in the study of foams. Although the micellar cubic phases do not meet the usual criteria of

foams ("We consider foams broadly as dispersions of gas in liquid...." [11] ), we shall stretch

the definition and visualize these phases as monodispeTse foams of paraffin in water, or more

precisely as assemblies of paraffin-filled cells separated from each other by water septa coated

by the polar headgroups of the lipid molecules. The water content is variable in the systems
considered in this paper.

In foams the geometry of the septa and of their junctions are generally assumed to obey
Plateau's conditions at the limit of vanishing water content: three faces join at each edge with

mutual angles equal to 120° four edges meet at each vertex with mutual angles equal to 109°28'.

As the water content increases, these constraints are expected to relax. According to Wearie

and Pheland [12] the lowest surface energy at the limit of vanishing water content corresponds
to the body-centred packing of Kelvin's tetrakaidecahedra. These space-filling polyhedra, with

eight hexagonal and six quadrilateral faces, derive from the regular truncated octahedra by a

subtle distribution of curvature on the hexagonal faces: this distortion has the effect of bringing
the angles at the vertices (that

are of120° and 90° in the truncated octahedron) closer to

tetrahedral [12]. At higher water content the lowest surface energy seems to correspond to

the clathrate-like space-filling assembly of dodecahedra and tetradecahedra (phase Q~~~). In

this structure, it must be stressed, the faces meet at angles close to 120° and each vertex

is a quasi-regular tetrahedral junction of four edges [13]. At still higher u>ater content the

lowest surface energy seems to correspond to a system of regular rhombic dodecahedra packed
in the face~centred cubic mode, much like the micellar phase Q~~~. This last structure falls

short of fulfilling Plateau's conditions: four edges join tetrahedrally at eight of the vertices

of each rhombic dodecahedral cell but eight edges join octahedrally at the six other vertices.
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Table I. Dimensions of the stTt/cture elements. The crystallographic and chemical data coT-

respond to the ezpeTimenfs repoTfed m f2j. c~ is the volume concentration (iipidliipid+t/later).

a is the paramPter of the cubic cell, c~,pa, is
the uohime concentration of the apolaT moiety.

According to the miceifar interpretation the strt/ctiJre consists of disjointed miceifes:
v is the

?i
umber of iriceiies per ttnit cell. R~

p
is the radius of the close packed spheres (eqtlai to o.35ja

for the face-centred. to o.j33a for the body-centred packing). ~~'a~g =
a~/(vuvoi)

is the nt/mber

of lipid molecules in one micciie, where i,voi is the uoit/me of one lipid moiecttie (see Tab. I

in
f2j): Rpa, and (S,noj)sph are the raditts of the parajfin core of the miceiies, supposed to be

spherical and the area-per molecttle at the sttrface of the parajfin core, (Smoi )poiyh is the area per

mnlecule ttt the surface of the parajfin core sttpposed to be polyhedral (see Eq. (2)). Since phase
Q"~ contains two types of iricelles the dimcnsions (printed in italics)

are average ualttes. Ac-

cording to the TAMS interpretation the strttcture consists of two non-congrttent labyrinths, sep-

aittterl by an TAMS: qJF and ~oi are the fractional uoittme coverage of the F- and the I-labyrinths:
(S,noj )ip,is

#
cTa~ /(ui'~~~~ ) is the area-per-moiecttte at the TAMS, (,mot)x

"

i~xa~ /(mi,nojiva~g )

is
the uofttme ratio (X-labyrinth)/(lipid molecules). Rg is the average Gaussian Tadius of ct/T-

uature of the TAMS (Eqs. (7) and (8)). ~su~a, =
(,j(j)umoi/lrmoi upon) is the apparent

hgdiution of the sugar moiety (Eq. (9)). # In this eJ.peritne.nt tfie water was buffered at pH 7

jolt?.ate o-i Ml.

expPriment B

lipid GhI1 GhI1 GMT GMT GMT Gill (ac)
medium H20 H20-glj, H~O-gly H20# H20 H20

T (°C) 20 20 70 20 20 20

c~ 0.288 0.283 0.274 0.461 0.461 0.461

p~~~~ Q225 Q225 Q223 Q226 Q225 Q229

a 156 147 187 123 108 85

micellar interpretation

u 4 4 8 4 4 2

R~
~

5~.8 52.0 43.5 38.2 36.8

-1[,g~ 128 107 107 131 88 86

c~,
pm

0.128 0.126 0.122 o.133 0.133 0.133

Rpm Ii) 30.5 28.8 28.8 24.5 21.5 21.4

Sn~oi)spi~
(l~ /mol) 91.2 97.4 97.4 57.G 66.6 66.9

(~i~ 101.4 107.0 106.1 64.2 73.3 73.3

qF. U~I
0.532 0.532 0.532 0.532 0.536

(S,~oj)IP,is (l~ /mol) 141.1 151.8 86.8 99.6 115.5

1,,,oi 1.85 1.88 1.15 1.15 1.16

R~ (1) 33.9 32.2 26.9 23.6 30.0

1.53 1.58 0.21 0.21 0.22
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Fig. i. Space-filling packings of polyhedra relevant to the micellar cubic phases discussed in the

text. Upper frame: f-c-c- packing of regular rhombic dodecahedra (phase Q~~~> space group Fm3m).
Middle frame: b-c-c- packing of regular truncated octahedra (phase Q~~~, space group Im3m). Lower

frame: p-c- packing of distorted dodecahedra and tetradecahedra (phase Q~~~, space group Pm3n).
Reproduced or redrawn, with permission, from [26].

The structure of the three micellar cubic phases [2] and their sequence Q~~~ ~ Q~~~ ~ Q~~° as

a function of increasing water content [2, 9] are consistent with these theoretical expectations.
although phase Q~~~ seems to be more stable than phase Q~~~ at lower water content.

For the three types of structure Wearie and Phelan [12] have tabulated the value of the

"isoperimetric quotient" (, a parameter proportional to the dimensionless ratio V~/S~, where

V and S are the volume and surface area
(the average area in the case of the dathrate-like

structure)

(
=

36~V~ /S~ (I)

The surface/volume ratio is a simple expression of (:

S/V
=

(lla)1(36~U)/1(~2)i~/~ (2)

'
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where
~o

is the volume fractional coverage (in this case, the I>olume concentration) of the

micelles, u is the number of micelles per cubic cell, a is the parameter of the cell.
u

and ( are

respectively 8 and 0.764 for Q~~~. 4 and 0.7405 for Q~~~, 2 and 0.757 for Q~~~. Assuming that

the micelles contain the apolar moiety of the lipid molecules (I.e. ~J = c~,pa, the ai.erage area

a;ailable to one lipid molecule at the surface of the micelles is:

Smol
"

(S/~ )Upar (3)

u-here upon is the volume of the hydrocarbon moiety of one lipid molecule [2]. The I>alues of

Smoi relet>ant to spherical and polyhedral micelles are reported in Table 1.

2.3. IXFINITE PERIODIC Mi;.i&IAL SURFACES. The IPl/IS are surfaces of vanishing mean

curvature that partition space into two disjointed 3D labyrinths. For over a century these

suI.faces have been the object of mathematical studies [14,15]; more recently. the IP3,IS hai~e

found a variety of physical and chemical applications [16].
In order to sketch the layout and the connectivity of the labyrinths it is expedient to refer

to the skeletal graphs. namelv to the systems of connected edges that follow the core of the

labyrinths [15].
The relevance of the IPMS to the bicontinuous cubic phases of lipid-containing systems stems

from the fact that these phases can be thought of as lipid bilay.ers folded in space according

to an IPhIS: D-surface in phase Q~~~, G-surface in phase Q~~°, P-surface in phase Q~~~ The

tivo labyrinths are directly congruent in phases Q~~~ and Q~~~> chirally congruent in phase

Q~~° The skeletal graphs of these surfaces coincide with the 3-, 4- and 6-connected systems of

rods that are commonly used in the structural description of phases Q~~°> Q~~~ and Q~~~ iii.
The centre of the bilayer, whose locus is the minimal surface, and the skeletal graph reside

respectively, in the polar and in the apolar region if the structure is of type I, the other u.ay
around if the structure is of type II.

In contrast the micellar cubic phases, that subdivide 3D space into an infinite number of

disjointed compartments of one polarity embedded in a matrix of the opposite polarity. are by

no means bicontinuous. One might thus expect these phases to be utterly unrelated u.ith the

IPNIS. This is certainly the case for those IPNIS whose labyrinths are congruent: the issue is

not as clear-cut for those IPMS whose labyrinths are not congruent. In particular trio of the

IPS,IS, I-WP and F-RD [15], display striking correlations with the micellar cubic phases Q~~~

and Q~~~ These two surfaces can be visualized by reference to the polyhedra of Figure I and

to the pair of non-congruent skeletal graphs.
Regarding the I-WP surface, one of the graphs ii-graph) is constructed by joining u.ith

straight lines all nearest neighbour points of the b-c-c- lattice: the lines are 8-connected at

Fig. 2. (To be seen in landscape) Composite representation of the electron density maps and

of the IPNIS. Black fines: sections through the origin of the function Ap(r)
=

[p(r) (p)]/(([p(r)
(p)]~))~'~ ((p(r)) is the average of p(r)

over the volume of the cell), parallel to the planes [100], [i10]
and [iii]; the interval between isodensity lines is 0.5; 0 and positive lines full, negative lines dotted

(from Fig. 6 of [2]). Red Lines: traces of the IPMS, computed using equations (4) to (6). Blue

and green fines: skeletal graphs corresponding respectively to the predominantly apolar and polar
labyrinths. Green

areas:
sections of the polar labyrinths. Left: phase Q~~~ of GMT (experiment A

of [2]); the IPMS is the F-RD surface, the F-graph is blue, the RD-graph green. Right: phase Q~~~ of

Gsll(acetyl) (experiment F of [2j); the IPMS Is the I-WP surface, the I-graph is blue, the P~/-graph

green. Note that in the two cases
the IPMS coincides with one of the continuous isodensity lines. Note

also that not all of the sections contain elements of the skeletal graphs. The scale bars correspond to

ioo ,I. -
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both ends. The other graph (iVP-graph) is the assembly of all the edges of the space-filling
assembly of regular truncated octahedra (see Fig. 1): the edges are 4-connected at both ends.

As for the F-RD surface, one of the graphs (F-graph) consists of the straight lines joining
all nearest neighbour points of the f-c-c- lattice; the lines are 12-connected at both ends. The

other graph (RD-graph) is the assembly of all the edges of a space-filling assembly, of regular
rhombic dodecahedra (Fig. I): the edges are 4-connected at one end, 8-connected at the other.

Although the precise parametrization of these surfaces is available iii].
n.e adopt here the

nodal surface approximation advocated by von Schnering and Nesper [18]:

ii'P 2(cos ~i cos Y + cos Y cos Z + cos X cos Z) (cos 2X + cos 2Y + cos 22)
=

0 (4)

F RD 4 cos X cos Y cos Z (cos 2~K cos 2Y + cos 2Y cos 22 + cos 2X cos 22)
=

0 IS

X
=

2~x, etc. (G)

The sections [100j, [110] and ill ii of the two IPhIS and of the corresponding electron density

maps [phases Q~~9 of GMT(acetyl) and Q~~~ of GMT, [2]) are plotted in Figure 2.

A striking result emerges from Figure 2: in each of the two cases the relevant IPMS is almost

coincident u.ith one particular equi-electron-density surface. In other words, one experimentally
defined surface jp(r)

=
constant) exists u-hose mean curl>ature vanishes everyu,here. This

feature is reminescent of the conspicuous I,alleys (corresponding to the CH3 end-groups of the

chains) that groove the maps of the bicontinuous phase Q~~°, whose bottom folloiis either

the skeletal graph or the G-type IMPS iii. This empirical observation aroused our suspicion
that the structure of phases Q~~~ and Q~~~ might be related to the IPMS and prompted us to

explore this possibility.
Set.eral parameters relevant to these IPhIS can be determined: the volume fractional co;erage

~z of the Z labyrinth, the area per unit cell S [19]

S
=

cTa~ (7a)

cT =

H[(-2~()'/~]~/~ jib)

where ( is the Euler-characteristic and H the "homogeneity index", a the unit cell parameter:
the a;erage Gaussian curvature ~~ and the corresponding radius of curvature R~:

i~
=

-2~(/S
=

(Rg)~~ (8)

The I.alues of these parameters relevant to the IP&fS 1-l1VP and F-RD are [19, 20]

IPhIS ( H
cT ~I i2F

1-~iP -6 0.7425 2.749 0.536

F-RD -10 0.6577 3.007 0.532

The results are reported in Table I and discussed in Section 3.4.

3. Chemical and therInodynamic properties

3.I. POLAR/APOLAR PARTITION AND THE NOTION OF STRUCTURE ELEMENT. The no-

tion of structure element, that paves the way to the determination of a variety of geometric

parameters, n,as introduced very early in the study of lipid polymorphism and u.idelj, used
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since [21]. In the case of gangliosides, as we discuss below, this notion is somewhat strained.

It is thus appropriate to look more closely at the underlying assumptions.
In the study of lipid-water systems it is customary to partition space into two ideal sub-

volumes associated with the more and the less polar moiety of the system. These volumes,

whose shape and position are supposed to fulfill the crystallographic constraints (symmetry,
cell dimensions, etc.) constitute the structure elements. The composition of these elements

depends upon the chemical criteria used to discriminate the polar from the apolar moieties.

Several years ago, and after some hesitation, we advocated [22] to ascribe the CH, CH2 and

CH3 groups of the hydrocarbon chains to the apolar moiety, the water and the rest of the lipid
molecules to the polar medium (see, for example, Fig. in [2]). This was a fortunate choice

since in most of the lipid-water systems it led to area-per-chain values that increase or remain

constant, but that never decrease as the water content increases, even when phase boundaries

are crossed. Besides, when the polarlapolar separation is assumed to be sharp, then it follou>s

that no point of the apolar volume can be further away from the polar lapolar interface than the

fully extended length Lmax of the longest hydrocarbon chain. This proposition has provided a

handy criterion to test the validity of some structural models [23] (~ ).
In some systems, nevertheless, the decision of what portion of the lipids mixes with the

hydrocarbon chains, what with water is less trivial; by way of example we may quote the

soap~fatty alcohol-water phases [24] and the lipid-water phases of some Archaebacteria lipids

[23]. We have approached this problem recently from a more phenomenological standpoint,
based upon the proposition that in any pair of phases in thermodynamic equilibrium the

area/volume ratio of the apolar structure elements is invariant [3]. Implicit in this proposition
is the assumption that the polarlapolar interfacial interactions are predominant over all the

other forces at play in the system. A rewarding aspect of this approach is that it yields an

operational definition of the chemical composition of the structure elements, and thus of the

partition between polar and apolar volumes [3]. We have applied this approach to the scores

of lipid-water systems whose X-ray scattering data are reported in the literature. We have

thus found that the apparent partition is highly variable from lipid to lipid: the content of

the apolar structure elements varies from less than one half of the hydrocarbon chains to the

whole of the lipid molecules. The partition also seems to display strong correlations with the

chemical properties of the lipid molecules [3j.
This is as far as one can go without forsaking the postulate that each chemical group of the

system belongs entirely to one or the other type of structure elements. We introduce in next

Section the notion that the separation may be less sharp and we explore the possibility that

the headgroups be somewhat miscible with the hydrocarbon chains.

3.2. MICELLAR INTERPRETATION: PARTIAL MISCIBILITY OF HEADGROUPS AND HYDRO-

cARBoN CHAINS. The value of the fully extended length Lm~x of a paraffin chain can be

assessed from the standard dimensions of the paraffin molecules: following Tanford [25] we

take the projected length of the CH3> CH2 and CH groups to be respectively 2.5, 1.25 and

0.95 A. In the case of GMT and GMT(acetyl) the longuest chain (labeled X in Fig. of [2])
is respectively -(CH2)17 CH3 and -CH3, the other chain is -CH

=
CH (CH2)12 CH3.

Therefore, Lrrax is equal to 25.01 for GMT, to 19.4 for GMT(acetyl).
In all the experiments (see Tab. I) the radius Rpar of the apolar core of the micelles, assumed

to be spherical, turns out to be larger than Lrrax. Although some of the differences seem to be

marginal, others are significant and need be explained. One possibility is that the shape of the

(~ A similar problem has arisen in the early crystallographic study of phase Q~~~ [4,31]. In that case,

the assumption that all the micelles are spherical misled Tardieu and Luzzati into ruling out a micellar

structure and putting forward
a

rod-and-micelle model that was later shown to be incorrect is, 7, 8].
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of
an

equatorial section of a
spherical micelle of GMT(acetyl) [2].

The black silhouettes represent the polar headgroups, the wriggling threads the hydrocarbon chains

in their disordered conformation. The two moieties are drawn at approximately the
same scale. The

three sectors correspond to different modes of polarlapolar segregation. The dotted circles represent
the virtual spheres of radius Rpar whose volume is equal to the volume of the hydrocarbon chains

contained in the micelle. I) The headgroups and the hydrocarbon chains do not mix; in this case Rpar
cannot exceed the fully extended length Lmax of the longest chain. II) A portion of the headgroups

is in contact with the chains; in this case Rpar may be larger than Lmax. III) A fraction of the

headgroups is embedded in the chains; in this case Rpar
can

be much larger than Lmax.

micelles departs from spherical. Adopting, for example, the polyhedral shape compatible with

the space group (see Fig. 1) the shortest distance (from centre to face) decreases to 0.905Rpar
in phase Q~~~, to 0.879Rpar in phase Q~~~ 126]. As for phase Q~~~ (experiment C) the radius

of the paraffin core of the micelles, that is equal to 28.81 if the 8 micelles of the unit cell are

all identical spheres, drops to 23.1 if 6 of the 8 micelles are assumed to be ellipsoids of axes

Rpar. 1.5 Rpar. 1.5 Rpar [13] (~ ). Wrinkling the surface, a process that would formally improve
the agreement, cannot be pushed very far with these small and highly symmetrical micelles

without the hydrocarbon chains coming in contact with water. The conclusion is thus difficult

to escape that the radius of the apolar core of the micelles is not always compatible with the

fully extended length of the chains.

This anomaly stems from the assumption that the partition into polar and apolar structure

elements is perfectly sharp. An obvious way to elude the paradox is to allow some of the polar
headgroups to dip to some depth inside the hydrocarbon volume or a few of the headgroups
to be entirely embedded in the paraffin core of the micelles, as visualized in Figure 3: in either

case the constraint Rpar < Lrrax ceases to be peremptory.

In this respect, it is instructive to compare the dimensions of the micelles in the cubic phases
with those reported in the dilute micellar solutions (Tab. II). In the case of GMT(acetyl) the

number of lipid molecules per micelle is almost the same in the cubic phases Q~~~ (Aiagg =
88,

experiment E) and Q~~~ (Nagg
=

86, experiments F); Rpar in these experiments barely exceeds

Lmax. In solution N~gg takes almost the same value (Na~g =
76 [27]): Sonnino et al. [27] have
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Table II. Dimensions of the micelies in the dilute miceliaT solutions. The aggTegation num-

ber Nag~ and the hydTodynamic (Stokes) Taditts RH aTe from f27j.

lipid GMT GMT (acetyl)

Na~g 301 76

RH (A) 58.7 34.0

indeed proposed a spherical shape for these micelles. Nagg and Rpar are larger in experiment D

(Nag~
=

131; Rpar
=

24.5 A). These parameters are still larger in the case of GMT: in the

cubic phases Na~g and Rpar are respectively 128 and 30.5 A (experiment A) and 107 and 28.8

A (experiments B and C). The conclusion is thus difficult to escape, especially in experiments
A and D, that the separation between the headgroups and the hydrocarbon chains is not

quite sharp. In an early study of the micellar solution of GMT Corti et al. [28] have reported

Na~g =
301, a value substantially larger than in any of the cubic phases. In order to reconcile

the observed values of Na~g and of RH with the proposition that no point of the micelle is

further away from the polarlapolar interface than the fully extended length of the chains (see
above) these authors resorted to a toroidal model [28]. More recently Cantfi et al. [29] have

tackled the same problem using light and small angle X-ray and neutron scattering experiments
and have put forward a spherically-symmetric model containing a hydrophobic core of radius

43.4 A. Most surprisingly, these authors passed over the substantial discrepancy of the model

with the length of the chains (Lrr~x
=

23 A) under silence. If one is to follow all of the

arguments presented in that paper [29j, then one can hardly escape the conclusion that in this

case also the headgroups come in contact with the apolar core of the micelle, as illustrated in

Figure 3.

One may expect that the space distribution of the different moieties be mirrored in the

electron density maps (see Figs. 6 and 7 in [2]). It must be stressed, nevertheless, that the

experimental maps refer to the unscaled electron density contrast K[p(r)-(p)j, where K is an

unknown scaling factor different in each experiment and (p) is the average electron density.
Comparing different curves means drawing them on the same scale and with the same origin.

In other words, two points of each function p(r) must be determined a prioTi in absolute

terms, using some independent information. One of these is (pi, that can be determined when

chemical composition and partial specific volumes are known. The choice of a second point is

more problematic; the uncertainties are such that a comparison lacks all practical value.

3.3. IPMS INTERPRETATION. The volume coverage of the F and the I labyrinths, in

which the hydrophobic cores of the micelles are embedded, are much larger than the volume

concentrations of the lipids (compare cv and ~F, i2F in Tab. I). Hence these labyrinths must

also contain water, in addition to the lipid micelles. The amount of water can be expressed in

terms of hydration of the sugar moiety:

Qsugar " (Xmol l)Umol/Usugar (9)

qsugar is the water /sugar (volume) ratio, usugar is the volume occupied by one sugar headgroups
(upoi in Tab. I of [2]). The values of qsu~ar are given in Table I.

It is noteworthy that the hydration increases as the packing density of the sugar headgroups
decreases Ii-e- qsugar increases as (Smoi)IPMS increases, see Tab. I), as if bringing the sugar

headgroups closer together should have the effect of squeezing out some of the water.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The possibility that some of the headgroups be somewhat miscible with the hydrocarbon chains

has been considered in the past, but only in circumstances in u>hich the headgroups were highly
heterogeneous 11, 23, 24j. One novelty, of this work is to evoke this possibility in lipid-u.ater

systems in ~vhich the lipid component is chemically homogeneous. In operational terms. the

anomaly observed in some of the micellar cubic phases and only in phases of this tj,pe is

that the fully extended length of the chains fails to meet the dimensions of the micelles, at least

as long as chains and headgroups are assumed to be totally immiscible with each other. The

presence of some miscibility suffices to evade this paradox. In keeping with this miscibility,

note that the headgroups of C12EO12 19j and gangliosides [2j (the only lipids knou.n so far

to display the micellar phases Q~~~ and Q~~~) are exceptionally bulky and flexible, and also

some~vhat soluble in hydrocaI.bons.

It must also be noted that phases belonging to space groups N° 225 and 229, along u.ith

the bicontinuous phases Q~~~ and Q~~°. have been reported in a variety of three-component

systems (didodecylammonium bromide)-water-hydrocarbon oil [30].

Another novelty of this iiork is to involve the IPMS in the analysis of the micellar cubic

phases: the IPIIS have indeed been evoked in the past only in the context of the bicontinuous

cubic phases. The reference to the IPMS stems from the empirical observation. documented

in Figure 2 and discussed in Section 2.3, that in two of the phases the corresponding IPhIS

(F-RD for Q~~~. I-WP for Q~~~) coincides with one particular equidensity surface of the 3D

electron density map. This remarkable observation hints at some subtle correlation betu.een the

structure of the phases and the IPMS. ~Ve may discuss the possible nature of this correlation

and attempt to reconcile the IPI<IS n,ith the more conventional description in terms of space-

filling polyhedra.

Let us first consider phase Q~~~, the least hydrated [9], and apparently the most common

[7, 8, 31] of the micellar phases of type I. The structure can be described in terms of space-

filling distorted dodecahedra and tetradecahedra (Sect. 2.2). The angles betu.een joining faces

and joining edges are all close to respectively 120° and 109°28': thus, if the thickness of thP

interstitial layer between the micelles is negligible, then Plateau's conditions are fulfilled and

the system behaves as a dry foam [12j. It must be stressed nevertheless that the analogy u.ith

foams requires that the physical objects at whose surface the interfacial forces are supposed to

apply consist of highly hydrated micelles.

The next phase in the order of increasing water content is Q~~~ (2. 9j. In terms of space-

filling polyhedra this phase cannot be built using regular polyhedra without the angles being
seriously at variance ~vith Plateau's conditions. As discussed in [12] one way to decrease

the interfacial energy is to buckle the surface of the polyhedra, transforming the truncated

octahedra into I<elvin's tetrakaidecahedra. As in the case of phase Q~~~ the objects at v-hose

surface the interfacial forces are supposed to apply are highly hydrated micelles. Alternatively,
the interfacial forces can be supposed to apply at the I-WP surface: since this surface is

minimal, then the interfacial energy is also minimal. It must be stressed that the virtual I-iliP

surface separates a 3D labyrinth filled by water from another labyrinth formed by the highl;
hydrated micelles fused together ma their hexagonal faces.

As for phase Q~~~, whose structure consists of space-filling regular rhombic dodecahedra

[Sect. 2.2), the angles betu.een faces and edges fall short of meeting Plateau's conditions. As

in the case of phase Q~~~ one way to minimize the interfacial energy is to apply the interfacial

forces to the virtual F-ltD surface that separates a water-filled 3D labyrinth from another

labyrinth of hydrated micelles fused together via their quadrilateral faces.
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In the last two cases (phases Q~~~ and Q~~~) the volume ratio of the two labyrinths is fixed

and their content is defined by the chemical composition of the system. Presumably, in order

that the IPMS representation make physical sense the size and shape of the labyrinths must

be such that water, paraffins and headgroups properly fit together, the headgroups of different

micelles neatly interlock across the merging faces and present a smooth surface at the interface.

All these conditions are not easy to meet: this may be the reason why the micellar cubic phases

Q~~~ and Q~~~ are so rare in lipid-water systems.

In conclusion, one may conjecture that the space-filling polyhedra do not always provide the

best solution of the problem of minimizing interfacial energy. The solution offered by the IPMS

might sometimes be more satisfactory, at least as long as the chemical composition complies
with the strict geometric constraints. When these conditions are all met, then the size of the

micelles and their arrangement in space set the boundary conditions (lattice dimensions and

symmetry) of the IPMS,

From a formal viewpoint the reference to the IPMS, much like the recent proposition that

any two phases in thermodynamic equilibrium consist of structure elements u>ith the same

area/volume ratio [3], emphasizes the r61e of the interfacial interactions in the stability of

lipid-water phases.
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